Lincoln Historic District Commission and FoMA
Proposed Addition of Modern Houses to Historic District and
Creation of Brown’s Wood Historic District
• Historic District preserves and protects buildings of architectural significance.

• Joining District is entirely voluntary.

• Modern architecture is an important part of Lincoln’s history and appearance, with over 300 Modern houses in Lincoln.

• Currently, there are 73 District properties in Lincoln, including 7 Modern houses.

• Building on that base, 28 homeowners are voluntarily adding their Modern houses to the Historic District or to a new Brown’s Wood Historic District.

• Yes vote (2/3 majority) on Articles 28 and 29 will approve homeowners’ request to join District.
Proposed Addition of Modern Houses to the Historic District

Proposed Brown’s Wood Historic District
Murphy House: 1937, Murphy; 1974, Hoover; 2006, Wolf
32 Tower Road
Hill House: 1957, Compton-Pierce
37 Laurel Drive
Thank You
Lincoln Historic District Commission and FoMA